
NAVY OCS CANDIO BOX GUIDE 

CANDIO BOX  
A "candio box" is a care package that friends and family send to their loved 
ones in OCS to celebrate them becoming a candidate officer, the last phase of 
their 12 weeks in Officer Candidate School. Traditionally candio boxes are 
opened on the Wednesday of Week 9 and are highly anticipated by the 
candidates.  

These boxes are decorated on the inside, typically in a U.S. Navy theme, and 
contain the candidate's favorite treats and anything they have wanted 
throughout their time there, but have not been able to have until this phase.  
Keep in mind that candios do not have access to microwaves, refrigerators, or 
coffeemakers in the new Nimitz building. *Alcohol, tobacco, pornography, 
gambling paraphernalia, medication, weapons, and live animals are 
CONTRABAND and having them can get your candidate seawalled.*  

MAILING THE BOXES 
I recommend that you mail your boxes at the middle of Week 8, or a little 
later depending on where you are geographically. You want your box to arrive 
on Tuesday of that week, or the day before. If they arrive Wednesday, they will 
probably not be opened on “candio box day.” Address boxes with the normal 
mailing address and largely - and very clearly - write "CANDIO BOX" on all 
sides of the box. This will help prevent your package being delivered too early, 
or too late, to your candidate. Some classes will not receive boxes until 
Thursday or Friday, depending on their class team.  

SPECIFICATIONS 
Any size box is acceptable, but typically Large Flat Rate boxes from USPS are 
used because it is often the least expensive option given how heavy these 
packages can get. Large Flat Rate boxes are free to pick up from any local 
USPS branch and are about $16 to send. If you purchase and print the 
postage at home USPS gives a small discount. Do not require a signature on 
delivery on your box. 



There are typically no on the number of boxes candios can receive, but keep in 
mind that they have very limited space to store things. And there is really 
only so much that they can eat!  

There are always candidates who will not receive a box because their family 
and friends did not know about this tradition. Do not send extra boxes 
addressed to “a Candidate In Need” - they will not be delivered. Any extra 
boxes should be sent directly to your candidate with instructions to share.  

DECORATIONS  
You can pick up supplies at any arts and crafts store: Michael’s, AC Moore, 
Hobby Lobby, etc.  

Happy Decorating! - perrinplace.com


